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Chapter 1 
 

 

                                      Introduction to project: 

A. Introduction 

B. Need and Future Scope of System 
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Introduction 

 

This project is to develop a Virtual Mouse using Hand Gesture 

Recognition. Hand gestures are the most effortless and natural way of 

communication. The aim is to perform various operations of the cursor. 

Instead of using more expensive sensors, a simple web camera can identify 

the gesture and perform the action. It helps the user to interact with a 

computer without any physical or hardware device to control mouse 

operation. 

Our proposed Project is the Hand gestures recognition system or Touch 

less interaction to replace the basic physical interaction pointing devices 

used in computer systems to reduce the limitations that stay due to the 

legacy systems such as mouse and Touchpad. The proposed system uses 

hand gesture, mostly hand region is physically raised within the region of 

Interest to perform various operations such as some basic and repetitive 

functions to access various applications like scroll up and down, left click 

and right click and free movement etc.  
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NEEDS 

 

A. The System eliminates the usage of devices,and it          

improves the human-computer interaction. 

 

B. It benefit everyone, especially paralysed people who 

have difficulty using a real mouse. 

 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

 
 

A. It reduces workspace & burden of extra hardware devices. 

 

B. It removes the burdens of devices, it brings the user and the workspace 

             more clear. 

C. Less prone to physical damage and mechanical wear & tear. 
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Chapter 2 
 

                                          Proposed system 

 

                                               A. Objectives- 

                                          B. System Requirement 

a. Hardware 

b. Software 
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A. OBJECTIVE 

 

• To implement virtual mouse using ML algorithm. 

• To control mouse function through the hand.  

• To perform particular mouse function such moving and clicking. 

 

 

 

 

 

System Requirement 

 

The following are minimum hardware and software requirements that should be present to 

run this project successfully. 

 

 

• Hardware Requirement: 

 

 
                    Processor: Core i3 7TH Gen 

Hard Disk: 1 TB 

                      RAM: 4 GB RAM. 

                     Monitor:  14” Monitor 

  

  

  

• Software Requirement: 

 

 

 
          Operating System:       Windows 10, 11( 64 bit) 

Programming Language: 
      Python . 

           Tool Used 
       Open CV 
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Chapter 3 

System Analysis : 

• System Flow 
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• System Flow :- 
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                                               Chapter. 4 

System Design 

• Output Design 
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• Homepage :- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Movement of Cursor :- 
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• Right Click :-     

 

 

 

• Stop The Movement of cursur :- 
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                                           Chapter. 5 

• Source Code 
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• Home Page:- 

# Import Module 
import os 
import sys 
from tkinter import * 
from tkhtmlview import HTMLLabel 
from AIVirtualMouse import AIVirtualMouse 
root = Tk() 
 
root.geometry("500x500") 
def run(): 
    os.system("AIVirtualMouse.py") 
button =Button(root, text="Next",bg ="#045256",comma 
nd= AIVirtualMouse , height=2 , width=20) 
button.pack(side = "bottom",expand=True) 
 
my_label = HTMLLabel(root, html=""" 
<div style = "background-color:#FFD181 ; justify:center; height:45px; 
width:45px;" > 
<div style = "background-color:#FFD181 "> 
<div style = "background-color:#FFF "> 
<h1 style="font-style: italic; color: #045256 ; text-align: center" >Hand 
Gesture Recogination And Detection With Virtual Mouse </h1> 
<h2  style="color:#045256;">Introduction:-</h2> 
<p style="color:black; margin-right:20px;">The mouse is one of the 
wonderful inventions of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) technology. 
 Currently, wireless mouse or a Bluetooth mouse still uses devices and is 
not free of devices completely since it uses a battery for power and a 
dongle to connect it to the PC. 
 In the proposed AI virtual mouse system, this limitation can be overcome 
by employing webcam or a built-in camera for capturing of hand gestures and 
 hand tip detection using computer vision. The algorithm used in the system 
makes use of the machine learning algorithm. Based on the hand gestures, 
 the computer can be controlled virtually and can perform left click, right 
click, scrolling functions, and computer cursor function without the use of 
the physical mouse.  
The algorithm is based on deep learning for detecting the hands. 
 Hence, the proposed system will avoid COVID-19 spread by eliminating the 
human intervendragging to select the text. These are some of the 
limitations of the proposed AI virtual mouse system, and \ 
tion and dependency of devices to control the computer 
<h2  style="color:#045256;">Future Scope:- </h2> 
</p> 
<p>The proposed AI virtual mouse has some limitations such as small 
decrease in accuracy of the right click mouse function and also  
the model has some difficulties in executing clicking and  
these limitations will be overcome in our future work. 
Furthermore, the proposed method can be developed to handle the keyboard 
functionalities along with 
 the mouse functionalities virtually which is another future scope of 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).</p> 
<h2  style="color:#045256">Applications:- </h2> 
<p style="float:right">The AI virtual mouse system is useful for many 
applications; it can be used to reduce the space for using the physical 
mouse, and  
it can be used in situations where we cannot use the physical mouse. The 
system eliminates the usage of devices, and it improves the human-computer 
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interaction. 
Major applications: 
(i)    The proposed model has a greater accuracy of 99% which is far 
greater than the that of other proposed models for virtual mouse, and it 
has many applications 
(ii)   Amidst the COVID-19 situation, it is not safe to use the devices by 
touching them because it may result in a possible situation of spread of 
the virus by touching the devices, so 
 the proposed AI virtual mouse can be used to control the PC mouse 
functions without using the physical mouse 
(iii)  The system can be used to control robots and automation systems 
without the usage of devices 
(iv)   2D and 3D images can be drawn using the AI virtual system using the 
hand gestures 
(v)    AI virtual mouse can be used to play virtual reality- and augmented 
reality-based games without the wireless or wired mouse devices 
(vi)   Persons with problems in their hands can use this system to control 
the mouse functions in the computer 
(vii)  In the field of robotics, the proposed system like HCI can </div> 
be used for controlling robots 
(viii) In designing and architecture, the proposed system can be used for 
designing virtually for prototyping</p> 
</div> 
</div> 
 
   """, height="65", width="100") 
 
my_label.pack(padx=15, pady=15) 
root.mainloop() 

 

 

 

• Hand Tracking Module:- 

 
import cv2 
import mediapipe as mp 
import time 
import math 
import numpy as np 
 
 
class handDetector(): 
    def __init__(self, mode=False, maxHands=2, detectionCon=0.5, 
trackCon=0.5): 
        self.mode = mode 
        self.maxHands = maxHands 
        self.detectionCon = detectionCon 
        self.trackCon = trackCon 
 
        self.mpHands = mp.solutions.hands 
        self.hands = self.mpHands.Hands(self.mode, self.maxHands, 
self.detectionCon, self.trackCon) 
        self.mpDraw = mp.solutions.drawing_utils 
        self.tipIds = [4, 8, 12, 16, 20] 
 
    def findHands(self, img, draw=True): 
        imgRGB = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB) 
        self.results = self.hands.process(imgRGB) 
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        # print(results.multi_hand_landmarks) 
 
        if self.results.multi_hand_landmarks: 
            for handLms in self.results.multi_hand_landmarks: 
                if draw: 
                    self.mpDraw.draw_landmarks(img, handLms, 
self.mpHands.HAND_CONNECTIONS) 
        return img 
 
    def findPosition(self, img, handNo=0, draw=True): 
        xList = [] 
        yList = [] 
        bbox = [] 
        self.lmList = [] 
        if self.results.multi_hand_landmarks: 
            myHand = self.results.multi_hand_landmarks[handNo] 
            for id, lm in enumerate(myHand.landmark): 
            # print(id, lm) 
                h, w, c = img.shape 
                cx, cy = int(lm.x * w), int(lm.y * h) 
                xList.append(cx) 
                yList.append(cy) 
                # print(id, cx, cy) 
                self.lmList.append([id, cx, cy]) 
                if draw: 
                    cv2.circle(img, (cx, cy), 5, (255, 0, 255), cv2.FILLED) 
 
            xmin, xmax = min(xList), max(xList) 
            ymin, ymax = min(yList), max(yList) 
            bbox = xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax 
 
            if draw: 
                cv2.rectangle(img, (xmin - 20, ymin - 20), (xmax + 20, ymax 
+ 20), (0, 255, 0), 2) 
 
        return self.lmList, bbox 
 
    def fingersUp(self): 
        fingers = [] 
    # Thumb 
        if self.lmList[self.tipIds[0]][1] > self.lmList[self.tipIds[0] -
1][1]: 
            fingers.append(1) 
        else: 
            fingers.append(0) 
    # Fingers 
        for id in range(1, 5): 
            if self.lmList[self.tipIds[id]][2] < 
self.lmList[self.tipIds[id] -2][2]: 
                fingers.append(1) 
            else: 
                fingers.append(0) 
    # totalFingers = fingers.count(1) 
        return fingers 
 
    def findDistance(self, p1, p2, img, draw=True, r=15, t=3): 
        x1, y1 = self.lmList[p1][1:] 
        x2, y2 = self.lmList[p2][1:] 
        cx, cy = (x1 + x2) // 2, (y1 + y2) // 2 
 
        if draw: 
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            cv2.line(img, (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (255, 0, 255), t) 
            cv2.circle(img, (x1, y1), r, (255, 0, 255), cv2.FILLED) 
            cv2.circle(img, (x2, y2), r, (255, 0, 255), cv2.FILLED) 
            cv2.circle(img, (cx, cy), r, (0, 0, 255), cv2.FILLED) 
        length = math.hypot(x2 - x1, y2 - y1) 
 
        return length, img, [x1, y1, x2, y2, cx, cy] 
 
def main(): 
    pTime = 0 
    cTime = 0 
    cap = cv2.VideoCapture(1) 
    detector = handDetector() 
    while True: 
        success, img = cap.read() 
        img = detector.findHands(img) 
        lmList, bbox = detector.findPosition(img) 
        if len(lmList) != 0: 
            print(lmList[4]) 
        cTime = time.time() 
        fps = 1 / (cTime - pTime) 
        pTime = cTime 
        cv2.putText(img, str(int(fps)), (10, 70), cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_PLAIN, 
3, 
                    (255, 0, 255), 3) 
        cv2.imshow("Image", img) 
        cv2.waitKey(1) 
 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
    main() 

 

 

• Virtual Mouse :- 

 
import cv2 
import numpy as np 
import HandTrackingModule as htm 
import time 
import autopy 
def AIVirtualMouse(): 
    wCam, hCam = 640, 480 
    frameR = 100 
    smoothening = 7 
 
    pTime = 0 
    plocX, plocY = 0, 0 
    clocX, clocY = 0, 0 
    cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0) 
    cap.set(3, wCam) 
    cap.set(4, hCam) 
 
    detector = htm.handDetector(maxHands=1) 
    wScr, hScr = autopy.screen.size() 
    print(wScr, hScr) 
 
    while True: 
 
        success, img = cap.read() 
        img = detector.findHands(img) 
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        lmList, bbox = detector.findPosition(img) 
 
        if len(lmList) != 0: 
            x1, y1 = lmList[8][1:] 
            x2, y2 = lmList[12][1:] 
 
            fingers = detector.fingersUp() 
            cv2.rectangle(img, (frameR, frameR), (wCam - frameR, hCam - 
frameR), 
                          (255, 0, 255), 2) 
 
            if fingers[1] == 1 and fingers[2] == 0: 
 
                x3 = np.interp(x1, (frameR, wCam-frameR), (0, wScr)) 
                y3 = np.interp(y1, (frameR, hCam-frameR), (0, hScr)) 
 
                clocX = plocX + (x3 - plocX) / smoothening 
                clocY = plocY + (y3 - plocY) / smoothening 
 
 
                autopy.mouse.move(wScr - clocX, clocY) 
                cv2.circle(img, (x1, y1), 15, (255, 0, 255), cv2.FILLED) 
                plocX, plocY = clocX, clocY 
 
                 
 
            if fingers[1] == 1 and fingers[2] == 1: 
 
                length, img, lineInfo = detector.findDistance(8, 12, img) 
 
                if length < 40: 
                    cv2.circle(img, (lineInfo[4], lineInfo[5]), 15, (0, 
255, 0), cv2.FILLED) 
                    autopy.mouse.click() 
            # if fingers[1] == 1 or  fingers[0] == 1: 
            #     active = 1 
            #     #   print(mode) 
            #     cv2.rectangle(img, (200, 410), (245, 460), (255, 255, 
255), cv2.FILLED) 
            #     if len(lmList) != 0: 
            #         if fingers [0] == fingers[ 1]: 
            #             autopy.scroll(300) 
            #         if fingers [1] == fingers[1]: 
            #             autopy.scroll(300) 
            #         elif fingers[0] == fingers[0]: 
            #             active = 0 
 
        cTime = time.time() 
        fps = 1/(cTime-pTime) 
        pTime = cTime 
        cv2.putText(img, str(int(fps)), (28, 58), cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_PLAIN, 
3, (255, 8, 8), 3) 
 
        cv2.imshow("Image", img) 
        cv2.waitKey(1) 
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Chapter .6 

Conclusion and Future Enhancement 

A. Conclusion 

B. Limitations 

C. Future Enhancement 
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A. Conclusion 
 

 

1. Redeploying the system to control mouse cursor using hand via camera  

2. This team is this wrong computer vision algorithm and can do all mouse task 

3. This system could be useful in industry level presentation and to reduce 

workspace 

4. Features such as enlarging and shrinking windows closing windows etc by 

using palm and multiple fingers 

 

 

B. Limitations 

 

1. The proposed Virtual Mouse has some limitations such as small decrease in 

accuracy of the right click mouse function 

2. The model has some difficulties in executing clicking and dragging to select 

the text. 
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B. Future Enhancement 

 

We would improve the performance of the software especially hand tracking in the near 

future. And we also want to decrease the response time of the software for cursor movement 

so that it can completely be used to replace our conventional mouse. We are also planning to 

design a hardware implementation for the same inorder to improve accuracy and increase the 

functionality to various domains such as a gaming controller or as a general purpose 

computer controller. Other advanced implementation include the hand gesture recognition 

stage to use the Template Matching method to distinguish the hand gestures. This method 

requires the use of a machine learning classifier, which takes a considerably long time to train 

develop. However, it would have allow the use of lots more hand gestures which in turn 

would allow the use of more mouse functions such as zoom in and zoom out. Once the 

classifier is well trained, the accuracy of the Template Matching method is expected to be 

better than the method used in the proposed design. 
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